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Y

ou guys like the new haircut? At first I was thinking I was
gonna go with my typical Ohio Boy haircut, but once the
barber showed me the anime white long hair complete
with ears and a unicorn horn, I was sold. I mean, it’s
spooky season and I gotta fit in somehow, right?
Every year when October rolls around, I always think to myself
that I’m not that much of a Halloween person. But after putting this
magazine together the last two years, I don’t know who I’m trying to
fool anymore. I love Halloween and I don’t care who knows.
What’s not to love about it? It’s an excuse to change who you are
for a few nights and live a new life as a character. On Halloween, I’m
not Mitch Hooper, the guy who plays video games on my recliner too
much, I’m Ricky from Trailer Park Boys and I’m tryin’ to drink dark
liquor and smoke some hash coins with my boys Bubbles and Julian.
Halloween is also great for the less lighthearted things, too.
Growing up, I was obsessed with the haunted tales about Ohio and
the ghosts that allegedly haunt it. Within the last month, I spent some
time digging through more newspaper clips, haunted stories from
books, and anything else I could scour on the internet, and those very
stories that filled my brain growing up could be found right here on
campus. Perhaps the most daunting discovery of it all? The handprint
outside of Hopkins Hall that is supposedly from a former student who
was trapped in an elevator for a night. Go check it out now, and then
burn some sage because who the hell knows what kind of immortal
conjurings you’re messing with.
But above all, I love Halloween because it’s a collective time where
everyone stops being so damn serious for five minutes and lets go a
little. I’m with ya’ll—the world seems to be on fire and it seems like
we’re the generation that has to put it out—but you can’t tell me you
won’t crack a smile when you’re walking down High Street and notice
someone dressed up as a life-sized JUUL Pen riding on a Lime Scooter
this year. Sometimes it’s just finding the irony in life—like last year
when Fox News was offended over a flowchart that was designed to
help you not be a culturally appropriating asshole. *shrugs shoulders*
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Cheers,

Mitch Hooper
Editor-in-Chief

A huge shout out to Costume Holiday House for allowing me and our photographer, Brian Kaiser,
come play around for a few hours in the store. If you are looking for some awesome costume
designs for this Halloween season, go visit Pamela Hickman and her incredible staff and store on
851 Bethel Rd.
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PS
What’s up, Fox News? Haven’t heard from you in a minute. Our
Halloween issue is back! Let us know if you’re interested in featuring
us again! xoxoxoxoxxxx
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Big Picture

Urban and Shelley Meyer joined the team in the
endzone to sing Carmen, Ohio for the first time of the
season after Urban’s three-game suspension and the
victory against Tulane.
Photo by David Heasley
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SHIT TO DO
Living in Columbus means there’s
never a shortage of events to go to,
parties to hit up, and musicians to
check out. This list is curated by the
editors here at 1870 Magazine, but we
are always on the lookout for the next
must see event! Have an event you feel
the world must know about? Shoot us
an email at editor@1870mag.com!

4-25

Columbus Commons Food
Truck Food Court
The Columbus Commons • COTA: 1

The easiest way to find the best mobile food in
Columbus. Every Thursday of the month from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m., new trucks are featured in the
food court, giving visitors something new to try
every time! It’s a foodies delight with options
both healthy and hearty, but always finger-licking
good!

6

Short North
Gallery Hop

The Short North Art District •
COTA: 1

On the first Saturday of every month visitors and
art collectors alike converge on High Street in
the Short North Art District. Come support and
appreciate some of Ohio’s best Columbus-based
artists, exhibiting anything from paintings to
furniture. And where there are crowds, there will
be music. Enjoy a plethora of street performers,
including musicians, dancers, and singers. You
can also find things to do in the many boutiques,
restaurants, and salons in the art district.

Ohio State vs. Indiana
The Ohio Stadium

Another Saturday in Columbus means another
week of Buckeye football. October brings us the
second official Big Ten game of the season and
it’s against the Hoosiers of Indiana. They aren’t
exactly power houses on the football field, but
the last few meetings between OSU and IU were
closer than many would’ve liked so don’t overlook
this squad.
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8

Black Violin
Ohio Theatre • COTA: 1

Black Violin is a blend
of classical, hip-hop,
rock, R&B, and bluegrass music
performed by classically trained
string instrumentalists Wil Baptiste
and Kevin “Kev Marcus” Sylvester.
Come listen to this unique,
distinctive blend of music, we
promise it will be something you’ve
never heard before!
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Armin Van
Buuren

The Bluestone •
COTA: 1 , 7

If there is one thing the Dutch have
gotten right, it’s DJs. This Hollandnative is known mostly for his radio
show, A State of Trance, which
broadcasts to over 87 million listeners
worldwide. Now this sound is coming
to Columbus. Armin Van Buuren will
have you dancing in ways you didn’t
know you still could, so bring it on that
dancefloor!
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Jake Owen

The Schottenstein Center

Summer may be coming to end, but that doesn’t mean you can’t still hoe down to some country
music. Jake Owen’s country anthems “Alone With You”, “Barefoot Blue Jean Night”, and
“Startin’ With Me” will have you rootin’ and tootin’ with this honky-tonk heart throb.

17

Afrojack

Dahlia Nightclub •
COTA: 1

In the past couple of
years, Afrojack has skyrocketed, from
humble DJ to one of the most sought
after producers around. This Hollandnative has co-written smash hits, such
as “Titanium” with David Guetta, “Give
Me Everything” with Pitbull and Ne-Yo,
and even “Run the World (Girls)” for
Beyonce. Come see a man who has
made a name for himself in the music
industry, while of course also dancing
the night away in this Columbus club.

BOO! With the Zoo

The Gateway Film Center • COTA: 2

13

Ohio State vs.
Minnesota
Ohio Stadium

The Buckeyes Big Ten schedule for
October is looking pretty promising with two home games
against less than formidable opponents. The Golden
Gophers struggled last season finishing with a record of
2-7—including a loss to Michigan. Like how do you even do
that? We’re not sure either, but at least we can look forward
to playing some whack-a-gopher in the Shoe.
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Beer, snacks, movies, cute zoo animals,
need I say more? Imbibe select fall craft
beers during happy hour and enjoy
sweet and savory snacks for that fall
belly. Then, pet and love on some zoo
babies! But the fun doesn’t end when
the zoo leaves, there will also be a
showing at the Gateway of the Addams
Family. Oh, and it’s all FREE!

Flicks For Free:
Ocean’s 8
Ohio Union • COTA: 2

Did someone mention Rihanna? OUAB
presents the new Ocean’s 8 on the big
screen in the Ohio Union. Enjoy popcorn,
beverages, and did I already mention
Rihanna? I hope you’re in the mood for
some unadulterated girl power.
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Columbus Marathon and
Half Marathon
North Bank Park

Calling all runners! Columbus is hosting its
seventh annual marathon, expecting over 18,000 athletes to
participate. Besides the benefits to health and wellness, all
proceeds will be donated to Nationwide Children’s Hospital,
so come run for a good cause!

26-27
Highball Halloween

The Short North Art District • COTA: 2

Experience the culture of Short North and
the art that comes with it as you watch fierce
costumes stomp the runway at this Columbus
costume party. It’s a collision of high fashion with
Halloween making for some truly eye catching
apparel unlike anything you’ve ever seen before.
Model your own costume on High Street, it’s your
time to rock your Halloween’s best!

24

The Main Squeeze
The Basement • COTA: 2

Got the hunger that only funk can
satisfy? Let the Main Squeeze take
you there with soulful rhythms and funky beats so you can
dance those woes away. Performing from their new album
“Without a Sound,” the Main Squeeze continues to grow in
popularity across the Midwest, come see what all the hype
is about!

27

Skully’s
Annual
Halloween
Bash

Skully’s Music Diner• COTA: 1, 2

Skully’s Halloween Bash is exactly what
it sounds like. Enjoy spirits, dancing, DJs,
and of course, wear your best costume!
The winner of the annual costume contest
wins $300, a little something to help buy
those “groceries.”
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2018 Ohio
State 4 Miler
Ohio Stadium

Feel like going for a
run? Celebrate football and fitness with
this invigorating four mile race! Unlike
Michael Scott’s infamous run to cure
rabies on The Office, this race will be
starting and finishing at the Shoe. Just
try not to eat too much chicken alfredo
beforehand.

30

Whose Live
Anyway? At
Southern
Theatre

Southern Theatre • COTA: 1, 2

Come enjoy improv from the old masters
who’ve had us laughing since we were in
diapers. The current cast of the revived
Whose Line is it Anyway? are keeping that
90’s magic alive in this improvisational
performance.
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October
Crush Connections
By Kati e Co o k

E

ver wonder who is behind those most dastardly
and hopelessly romantic tweets? Or how the
crushee reacted to an OSUCrush tag? Well, so
does OSUCrush! We’ve followed up on some of our
favorite tweets to dig up the details.

OSUCrush:
“Jenny Licata is a thicc Queen and
I want to listen to Bassnectar and
grow old with her.”
Thicc Queen. Bass Head. Cat Mom. These are
only a few words that describe the illustrious Jenny.
So, if you’re a DJ from Midway, listen up: Thicc queens
have a hunger... A hunger only pineapple
and heavy bass can satisfy.

Jenny Licata

OSUCrush:
“AJ you’re in one of my
classes and I can barely pay
attention when I’m sitting
behind your beautiful chiseled back. If I fail it’s on you.”
Trouble concentrating? Perhaps it’s the
crippling anxiety... or maybe it’s the hottie a
row in front of you. Pro tip: if you want to pass
class, sit in the front row. Don’t do drugs, kids

AJ Herzog
(@ajherzog)

Have you ever been tagged on OSU
Crush before? No, I have not.
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(@jenjenfrmdabloc)

Have you ever been tagged
on the OSU crush page
before? I have never been on
OSU crush before!

Do you know who wrote the tweet?
No idea.
Any follow-up (date, DM, etc.)?
No follow-up, I have a gf. :)
Will it keep you up at night if the
tweeter does get an F? I may feel
slightly guilty...
Should men be subjected to the same
harsh dress code as girls because
male backs distract women from their
learning? Dress codes are pointless for
either gender, if distraction is an issue
they have Adderall for that. :)
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Do you know who wrote the tweet?
I don’t know who wrote the tweet, but I expect it’s a
fellow basshead.
Was there any follow-up (DM, date, etc.)?
No follow up. :/
What Bassnectar song would you fuck it up
at Midway to? I would fuck it UP at Midway
to Pineapple.
IS music the drug? Music is absolutely THEE drug.
In 2088, what is the ideal date you’ll have with
your 90 year-old husband? Will it also include
Bassnectar? In 2088, I imagine my husband and
I having a cute date filled with heavy bass and
hella kitties.

OSUCrush:
“Jordan Brennan is the
cutest boy at osu ”
Bold words were spoken, so you
know we had to follow-up with the
officially titled cutest boy at OSU.
However, we learned looks are not
everything… except when you’re planning to sell your livelihood and move to Hollywood...
Then you have be hot.

Jordan Brennan
(@JordanBrennan23)

Have you ever been crushed on before? I have
been crushed on before, however this is my first
time on OSU Crush.
Do you know who wrote the tweet?I do not
know who wrote the tweet… still very curious!
Was there any follow-up (DM, date, etc.)? I
DM’d an unknown girl that liked it and asked if it
was her, but it was not.
How do you feel about being named the
“official” cutest boy at osu? It is very flattering
to hear that I am the “official” cutest boy at
OSU. Not going to let it go to my head haha it is
definitely a confidence booster though.
What will you do with your new-found fame?
I’m going to continue doing me, apparently it’s
working for somebody!
Have you ever considered selling all your
belongings and moving to Hollywood?
Well I do love California so I’m willing to sell my
belongings to anybody that will buy them lol.
1870mag.COM • OCTOBER 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Madeleine Haas - Secretary

ackburner Sketch Comedy, an SNL-styled student organization that writes and performs original live comedy sketches and the occasional
sketch video, is having a Halloween show on October 26th in the US Bank Theater in the Ohio Union at 7 p.m. that is free to anyone with
a BuckID. Backburner is an active and fast-growing club with around 30 members. They’ve set a high bar for themselves with five shows
already under their belt this year including a “Back to School Show,” the “Fish Fry Show” with fellow OSU comedy group Fishbowl Improv,
a show at the Wexner Center for the Arts at the annual Fall Student Party, “The Vagina Monologues,” and the annual “Queer Agenda Show.”
I asked their executive board members to answer the following questions about comedy and performing in order to get an idea of what drives this
club to keep producing great material:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What got you into performing comedy?
What are your favorite comedy events to go to around Columbus?
Who are your influences and inspirations?
What are your favorite comedy shows to watch on TV/Netflix/Hulu/etc.?

I was kind of terrified of performing and
comedy until RG and Grace pushed me into it.
I’ve loved it ever since!
I always love seeing what our collegiate
comedy network is up to! Beyond campus, I
love going to Actual Wolves sketch shows and
the “Stand Up for Choice” show that Ace of
Cups has ever year.
Kate McKinnon, of course. I also recently
saw Steven Castillo perform—he’s super
wacky and original and hilarious!
Right now I’m making my way through
Seinfeld (cue baseline). I also love watching
SNL and Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee.
And, of course, some classics: Parks and Rec,
The Office, and Brooklyn Nine-Nine.

Eli Gardner - PR Chair

RG Barton - President

I’ve always been one of the “funny
classmates” (as well as being incredibly
handsome and humble), but I didn’t
consider comedy to be a hobby/hopeful
career until college. As a wee (still
handsome) freshman, I joined the staff of
The Sundial Humor Magazine and it was all
downhill from there.
My favorite comedy events around
Columbus are any Actual Wolves Sketch
Comedy and Whiskey Bear Comedy shows.
On campus, however, our friends over at
Fishbowl Improv, 8th Floor Improv, and
Buckeye Stand Up consistently put on
great shows.
My influences include H. Jon Benjamin,
Bo Burnham, Bobby Moynihan, Jack Black,
my high school calculus teacher, and that
one kid from down the street who always
laughed at my jokes. I was also heavily
influenced by early YouTube channels such
as Smosh and Nigahiga.
I recently binge watched all of The Good
Place in a few days, and season 3 is upon
us, so that definitely has to be on my list.
Also included would be BoJack Horseman,
Disenchantment, and Crazy Ex Girlfriend.
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Grace D’Avanzo - Vice President

I know it’s pretty generic, but high school
theater. At the end of each year we’d have
a sketch show, and it was my favorite
performance that we would put on, so I
thought it would be fun to try something
similar in college.
There’s a lot of super cool open mic
events at different bars and restaurants,
it has a great variety and some really
interesting new talent. It’s kind of a goal of
mine to get the courage to perform at one.
Honestly, the other members in the
club! I love watching everyone’s different
personalities and ideas come together and it
makes me want to produce content to match.
I don’t watch a lot of TV or shows if
I’m being honest, (more of a book girl) but
my roommate’s been watching The Good
Place lately and it makes me laugh when
I’m cooking. While not a comedy series, I’ve
been reading Game of Thrones and have
found a couple good zingers in there and
find Michael Crichton’s works to have a dry
wit. Though I recommend sticking to his
later works as his early books tend read like
textbooks (I’m looking at you, first half of
Terminal Man).
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Spencer Conrad - Treasurer

I did an OSU Mansfield production of
Leading Ladies by Ken Ludwig.
My favorite comedy events are the
Columbus Crew games. Watching people
fall on the ground because someone stepped
on their foot is hilarious. Especially in the
context of how there is a football team
a mile down the road where they get
concussions for fun.
I am inspired by Oscar/ Emmy winner
speeches that are terrible. Why? It makes
me believe even successful people can be
stupid, and that’s good for me because I feel
stupid about 80% of the time.
My favorite comedy show to watch right
now is Ozarks on Netflix. That and Castle
Rock give me a good laugh when I’ve had a
rough day.

Coming in to college I was a long time fan of
stand up and sketch comedy, and I enjoyed
making people laugh more than anything. I
didn’t join any clubs my freshman year, and
losing that outlet to express myself creatively
was a really disappointing feeling. I joined
Backburner after seeing their first campus
show at the “April Fools Day” variety show in
2016. I immediately found what I had been
missing–a community where I could fully be
myself and express myself.
The other campus comedy organizations
all have incredible shows that I love to go to.
Buckeye Standup Comedy Club’s monthly
showcases are always a laugh riot, and
Fishbowl Improv and 8th Floor Improv are
full of some of the most talented people I have
ever met! Outside of campus, the Columbus
sketch group Actual Wolves puts on several
phenomenal shows a year that everyone
should check out.
The comedian who got me into comedy
is Chris Gethard of The Chris Gethard Show
and Broad City. His honesty in confronting
his mental health in his stand up, as well as
his willingness to perform more experimental
and “out there” sketches was a major
influence on my writing and desire to pursue
comedy as a whole.
I guess it’s more of a tragi-comedy but
BoJack Horseman on Netflix is easily one of
my favorite shows of all time. Atlanta, Glow,
Crazy Ex Girlfriend, and The Good Place are
the other shows I watch and adore regularly,
and are doing incredibly interesting things
with the typical sitcom format.•
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M
Becca
Mauer
Sidelines with

aybe you’ve
seen Becca
Mauer patrolling

the court at Women’s
Volleyball games or
maybe not, but there’s
definitely more to this allstar setter than meets the

By TJ N e e r

eye. Off the court, Becca
loves watching the leaves
change colors, but she
tones down her basic-ness
factor by skipping out
on those pumpkin spice
lattes that the rest of us
can’t get enough of.

Fill in the blank: Fall/Autumn is the best
season because…
The color change. Being from Texas we do
not really get a true fall the leaves just fall
off without a lot of color change. It was the
coolest thing to walk around campus and
have all the trees beautiful shades of red
and orange. I cannot wait until that time
comes again.
But also, Fall/Autumn is the worst
season because...
It means that summer is over and no more
enjoying the pool every day.
My favorite sport to watch (other than
volleyball) is...
Gymnastics. I felt like I was the one kid that
never did any type of tumbling class when
I was little but I have always wanted to be
one. I get obsessed with it when the Summer
Olympics come around.

Photo provided by The Ohio State University Department of Athletics

My favorite sport to play (other than
volleyball) is...
Swimming. I went through a phase where
I was going to become a swimmer because
both my sisters swam and I wanted to be
just like them. But now I just love being in
the water.

Now some actual questions: How do
you feel about pumpkin spice lattes?
Not a fan of them at all [laughs].
If you’re not a fan of PSLs, what’s your
go-to fall beverage? Hot chocolate?
Apple Cider? Something else?
I’m a sucker for just a normal mocha
cappuccino or something that has
coffee and chocolate in it. A girl can
never go wrong with that.
What is your favorite moment you’ve
had on the court for Ohio State?
My first time really running the show
was when we played Nebraska last year.
The crowd was electric and my family
was there which made it 10 times
better. It was such a fun match even
though it didn’t go our way.
What are your goals for the
upcoming season? Team goals?
Missing the tournament last year by
two points was heartbreaking so first
and foremost we want to get back to the
NCAA tournament. My individual goal
is to be the best I can be for the team in
whatever role they need me. I want to
do my part for us to not only get to the
tournament but go deep.
What do you do in your free time?
Are you big on Fortnite? (like
everyone else – and if you are big on
it, how many wins do you have)
I feel like as an athlete our life is
so hectic and we are always doing
something that sometimes my favorite
thing to do when we have free time is
relax with friends and family. But sadly
I am actually extremely bad at Fortnite,
however, one of the few times I actually
played it I placed 17th because I hid in
the bushes the whole time! I guess that
is my claim to fame for Fortnite.
What’s your go-to campus
restaurant/meal?
I feel like all I eat on campus is the food
at Market Place because it’s so good.
Their pasta is for sure my go-to.
Do you have any weird hobbies? Do
you collect anything?
When I was younger we traveled a
lot and so did my dad so every state I
went to I would get a snow globe. I love
having little keepsakes from certain
trips or memories that you can look
back on. I am not sure if this counts as a
weird hobby, but I can tie a knot out of a
cherry stem in my mouth! That’s about
the extent of weird hobbies [laughs]. •
1870mag.COM • OCTOBER 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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a bar

stars
September
The nightlife scene at Ohio State is
pretty awesome, but those crazy times
get pretty easy to forget amid all the Natty
Lights and $1 bomb shots throughout the
evening. That’s what we’re here for.
You just worry about enjoying your
nights, we’ll capture the moments for you.
This month’s installment of Bar Stars
took us to our very own Ladies’ Night at
Food Hall on Thursdays as well as spending
an afternoon with all you crazy ass Buckeye
fans at Out-R-Inn for Urban’s first game
back after the suspension. Of course, these
galleries are always posted online so if you
find yourself in one, throw it up on your
Instagram or Twitter and give us a shout out!
P hotos by G i nny Pa j o r &
E th a n C l e w e l l

22
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For Buckeye fans, digging through the
history of this program is always a pleasing
ritual, but through the lense of Keels, you
are invited into a new world where you get
a glimpse at some of the behind-the-scenes
actions within the locker room while the onthe-field performances serve as backdrops for
the story. The 2003 National Championship
game. The Thad Five and the Final Four. No.
1 OSU vs. No. 2 Michigan in 2006. The added
context and emotion of each individual
story provides an extra layer of personality
drawing you closer to the legendary figures
who have played or coached for the Bucks.
I had the chance to catch up with Keels
to dig through his treasure trove of memories
and insights, and I’m not going to lie, it
seemed a bit surreal hearing his voice on the
other side of the phone. I can recall memories
of my childhood going out to my friends
house to watch the Buckeye games and
vividly remember Paul’s calls over the radio
as we played a pick up game of football in
the backyard. I would always think to myself
what it would sound like if an announcer said
my name, I just never would’ve imagined it
would be in this form.
If you could go back in time and watch
an OSU athlete, who would it be?
I’d probably pick Archie Griffin just for
everything that he achieved. At that time,
I was becoming more and more aware
of what college football was about, and
growing up in Cincinnati a few hours away
still becoming aware of just how big a thing
Ohio State football was. It’s easy for us to
look back now, but to be able to appreciate
and seeing somebody do something that
hasn’t been done up to this point—which is
to win two Heismans back-to-back—and to
also still enjoy the atmosphere of the Woody
Hayes era. You know, the dominance he and
those Ohio State teams had. That would be
probably the first things I would do. And
when you did have the chance to see them
on TV, usually it was the Michigan game or
maybe a few others, you really appreciated
being able to see it. I mean, when I was a
teenager, I was able to listen to a lot of the
radio and just that whole mystique of you’re
listening to the game but creating the image
in your mind—what it must be, what it must
look like, what it must feel like to the people
in the stands—and it’s just kind of nostalgic.

Catching up with the voice of
Buckeye football and basketball
By Mitch Hooper • I l lust r at ion By Rya n C as k ey

H

ere at Ohio State, we’ve seen plenty of
changes. Just within the last 15 years, we’ve
seen three different Buckeye football coaches,
two different head coaches for the basketball
squad, changes in the university president, and
a switch of athletic directors—and all of this
doesn’t even include the revolving door of athletes leaving for the next stage or alternative endeavors. But when it comes to the voice of Ohio
State sports, things have stayed consistent.
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If you’ve ever had the unfortunate timing
of spending your Saturday afternoon in the car
during Buckeye football season, odds are high
you’ve had the luxury of hearing Paul Keels.
He’s been your play-by-play commentator for
Buckeye football and basketball on 97.1 The Fan
since 1998 meaning it doesn’t matter if you are
16-years-old, 27-years-old, or 88-years-old, his
silky smooth baritone voice has graced your car
speakers at least once.
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Through his time with Ohio State, Keels
has had some of the best seats in the house
and his latest book, If These Walls Could Talk,
details all the memories—mostly good ones,
we’ll just collectively ignore that devastating
loss to Michigan State in 1998 in one of John
Cooper’s last years at the helm—he’s seen from
those very seats.

Is that what you keep in the back of
your mind? How you would’ve liked to
have the game called when you were
listening to the radio as a teenager?
Well, I’m not so much thinking about
myself—maybe a little bit of that, but
honestly...there are people that can’t watch
every game or they can’t attend. We get a
lot of complimentary feedback from people
who are driving their kids to their game, the

people that are at work, or the farmers that
are outside a lot of the time … there’s just a
lot of people who aren’t in the position to
see it in person or sit in front of their TV so
you think about those people who are just
kind of depending on what comes out of the
radio. We take our time to describe it the best
we can so they can picture it in their minds
while they go about their day. I know what
it’s like whenever I’m in the car going back
and forth to some place and how it can kind
of captivate you, and you hope that what
we’re doing—whether they are working, or
driving, or sitting on their porch. I think a lot
of people that are sports fans that grew up in
the generation of listening to games on the
radio, they have an appreciation of not being
a slave to the TV screen and still be able to
do the things that you want to do and kind of
have [the game] accompany you.
It seems like a big complaint of fans
whenever their team is losing is “these
announcers are clearly biased!”, have
you had any moments like this?
More than anything, we probably hear
stuff about the TV announcers. We hear, “We
turned the radio on because we can’t stand
listening to ‘so-and-so’ or ‘so-and-so,’ we
think they have a bias against Ohio State.” We
kind of have the ability to be pro-Ohio State
where I think most people understand the
network TV really can’t be pro either team.
You’ve served many roles from analyst to
friend of the coaching staff, giving you an
interesting perspective of knowing both
on- and off-the-field matters, could you
talk a little about the fallout that comes
with a coaching change?
I know when Andy Geiger made the
decision to let Jim O’Brien go, it was very
obvious to see how difficult it was for Andy
in so many ways because you personally get
so close to coach O’Brien, and then we were
able to see how affected not only the assistant
coaches but other staff people. I remember
we had one guy in particular who worked at
our radio station because he was interested
in getting into coaching, but after seeing that
happen, it changed his thoughts on it. … And
even more recently with Thad Matta’s time,
you saw how it affected his assistant coaching
staff. You know, the head coach is usually
very well compensated, but his assistants and
the other staff people aren’t. There was one
particular guy who was left to lurch while his
wife was dealing with serious health issues
and you just realized: people want to talk
about firing coaches or changing coaches,
there’s so many lives that are affected...You
see the part that goes beyond sports. It’s the
part that impacts people’s livelihoods and
their families.

When do you think ESPN is going to do
that 30-for-30 on the first Undisputed
National Champions?
When Alabama stops winning National
Championships [laughs]. Or, maybe they
need to do it while [Alabama] is still doing it
to remind people that there are other people
who have won national titles.

Paul Makes the Call

More iconic Tressel win: 2006 vs.
No. 2 Michigan or 2002-03 vs.
No. 1 Miami
I would probably have to say
the 2002-2003 because it ended in
a championship. The No. 1 and No.
2 game against Michigan was great,
but the end result wasn’t the same.
Better big time shot: Evan
Turner vs. Michigan (2010) or
Sylvester’s game-winner vs.
Illinois (2005)
I’d have to say the Matt Sylvester
shot because that had a long range
effect. There were recruits—part
of the Greg Oden and Mike Conley
recruiting class—that were in the
stands that day. I think it validated
what Thad and the team was doing.
Classic comeback win: 2017 vs.
Penn State or 2015 vs. Alabama
I guess by default I’d have to say
Alabama because it opened the door
to a national championship, but it’s
a hard one to pick because the Penn
State game was at home. I think
because of JT Barrett’s great career,
it was a great defining moment of
his time.
The Sullinger you wouldn’t want
to post up on: JJ or Jared
No question, Jared. JJ was
more of a perimeter player who
could shoot outside. I thought it
was amazing to see how JJ’s game
further developed when Thad got
here. Jared, and I think he would tell
you it’s true, it’s because of his big
rear end. Yeah, he’s not the one you
want to see. •

Keels’ book, If These Walls Could Talk:
Ohio State Buckeyes is available at Barnes
& Noble as well as on Amazon.
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Man (With Car) vs. Wild
OSU’s OAC dishes out the details to car camping like a champion

By Alex is Hall

•

P hotos p r ov i d e d by OAC

T

his one goes out to everyone who
considers walking to and from classes
“hiking”, or whose closest encounter
with nature is The Oval...when it’s under
construction. If you love Mother Earth and
have always want to get all up in her scenic
business, but also consider hiking boots to
be more of a fashion statement rather than
a practical form of footwear for outdoor
adventuring then sit back and relax because
here is (most of) the information you need
to become basic birches.
I was able to sit down with Tyler Young,
the coordinator at the Outdoor Adventure
Center (OAC) on campus, and talk about all
the do’s and don’ts of camping and hiking.
All these trail tips and tricks will help
you have fun, be safe, and keep
the Earth a beautiful place if you
decide you’re Bear Grylls enough
to venture of campus and into the
great unknown.

What’s the biggest
mistake you see first-time
campers make?
Setting up the campsite improperly seems
to be the biggest mistake. Easy fixes
include: make sure to put the rain fly on
over the tent (helps to keep out dew even
if it doesn’t rain); make a list of supplies
before you leave that way you don’t forget
essential materials; put all food materials,
toothpaste, and deodorant inside your car
or bear box; and don’t set your campsite up
under a “widow-maker.” This is a tree that
is dead that has big ole’ branches that could
fall down and smash you in the middle of
the night (pretty wicked name, am I right?).

What is car camping?
In the traditional sense, car
camping is considered to be when
you pack everything up in your car
and drive to a campsite where you
can set up a tent or something of the
like and just have your car parked
next to the campsite. However, it is
possible to “camp” (basically sleep)
in your car if you have a van or RV.
What are three
things you should
do immediately when
you arrive to your
campsite?
Put up the tent clear of dangerous
debris, getting out the headlight
that way you know where it is for
night time, and decide what you
are going to do with your food.
(Bear box, in your car, etc.)
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How do you deal with bugs
like mosquitos?
Skin So Soft. Also, there is the idea that
if you just chill out and don’t raise your
body temperature by swatting and flopping
around like a lunatic, the bugs will leave
you alone. Don’t wear perfume or eat
sweets. Bug spray with no more than
30% DEET.
Favorite camping meals
for after a long day on
the trail?
If you wanna get ~fancy~ with it: REI has
freeze dried meals that you just add hot
water to and let sit for a few minutes.
Apparently, the lasagna is “freaking
awesome.” [Other options include]
meat and veggies in foil then put in
the fire for a while to cook, roasted
weenies, and PB&J sandwiches.
Can you talk tips on
keeping your campsite
clean and leaving
“no trace”?
Leave no trace is important
because: 1.) it preserves and
sustains the environment so others
can use it in the future, and 2.)
it keeps animals from relying on
humans and it doesn’t remove them
from their natural environment.
The Seven Principles
of Camping
Plan ahead and prepare; pick up food
and trash whenever you are done with
and immediately properly dispose of it
(check requirements of your campsite);
camp on an established site; keep the
noise level down; respect wildlife;
minimize campfire impacts; and leave
what you find.

What are the campsites/
hiking trails that you guys
visit most often?
Hocking Hills; Alum Creek Park; BattelleDarby park for hiking; Red River Gorge
in Kentucky; John Bryan State Park in
Yellow Springs.
Tips on building a fire for
the first time?
At many places, you do need a permit.
Check with the place you are going for
any restrictions, or call the ranger station.
Make it in an already existing pit, keep
it small with logs (the thickness of baby
arms), flint with dry leave and bark, selfstarter sticks (Kroger, REI), and ALWAYS
make sure it is completely out before
you leave (fully drenched and sometimes
even put dirt on it). [You could also try a]
“nalgene campfire” (rig a headlamp to the
bottom of a Nalgene water bottle) for when
campfires aren’t necessary and you just
want some light.
What are some necessary
materials to have an
enjoyable hike?
Good supportive boots (above the ankles),
socks that can wick away moisture,
weather appropriate clothing (possibly
a warmer layer), plenty of water and
snacks, and make sure someone knows
where you are. •

The OAC provides services and rental
materials to Ohio State student and
the campus community, not the general
public. If you are interested in learning
more about camping or other outdoor
adventures, the OAC offers clinics where
the schedule can be found on their website
at recsports.osu.edu.
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On Que
Looking to find a few favorite songs before
the festival? Here are a few of my favorites
from the performers:
Porter Robinson

Sad Machine
Language
Easy
Tchami

Bright lights and SPooky Sights
How to survive Haunted Fest 2018
By Br a n d on Bloom • P hotos by ty l e r chu r ch

Typically, when you think of music festivals, big name places like Chicago with Lollapalooza or California with Coachella come
to mind—not Columbus, Ohio.
But with music festivals like Rock On The
Range (now known as the Sonic Temple Art +
Music Festival), Breakaway Fest, and Haunted
Fest all taking place in the capitol city, maybe
it’s time we start taking C-Bus more seriously
as a major music city.
Though Breakaway Fest and ROTR are
officially behind us this year, October brings
Haunted Fest to the Ohio Expo Center. Combine EDM jams with electrifying lights and
a crowd sporting Halloween costumes and a
lineup that seems too good to be true, and you
get the recipe for Haunted Fest—the ultimate
Halloween EDM experience here in the Midwest. If you haven’t picked up tickets yet you’ll
be missing out, and D-Tix is selling them for
$35 a pop with a limit of two per BuckID.
As for the rest of you with your tickets
already placed in your festin’ fanny pack,
here’s some tips to surviving the spookiness
this season.

Stay sexy, not sweaty.

Halloween during college is an experience
unlike any other. That being said, it’s easy to
forget the impending monsoon of sweat that
comes with wearing that vintage baggy 90’s
outfit you threw together from the depths of
your closet. Keep in mind when it comes to
festivals, less is more. All that dancing with
subwoofers measuring off the Richter scale
will be much less enjoyable in a heavy costume, for you and others.
Dude, where’s my phone?

In 2018, it’s hard to imagine leaving your
house without a phone. It may be needed to
order an Uber, use as a ticket, or document the
experience for social media. That being said,
it was reported that hundreds of phones were
stolen at Breakaway back in August. Check
pockets and bags regularly to reassure it’s still
on your person. If you’re worried about losing
your phone, make sure one of your friends is
able to see your location on Find My Friends.
Don’t fall into a thirst trap.

The key to surviving any music festival:
some high quality H20. Five hours cramped
between that dance-battling group and another recording the entire set for their insta-story can feel like the Sahara in a few minutes.
As drinks tend to be expensive at the venue,
hydration packs always serve as a great
investment. A multitude of hydration packs
can be found for fairly cheap online.
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Patience is a virtue (and a pain in
the ass).

The doors open at 7 P.M., but an indoor
venue is always a challenge for a music festival. Prepare to wait in line as attendees are
funneled inside the Lausche Building. It will
probably be a bit cold outside, with November
right around the corner.

After Life (feat. Stacy Barthe)
Prophecy
Missing You (feat. AC Slater & Kaleem Taylor)
You Know You Like It (Tchami Remix)
Alan Walker

Darkside
Faded
That’s What I Like (Alan Walker Remix)
GRAVEDGR

Rampage
Jesse James

Dude, where the hell are you?

The thick of the crowd can be a bit overwhelming at times, especially for EDM artists.
If you plan on going with a group, it’s a good
idea to get a lay of the land when you walk in.
Look for spots that are good to meet-up at in
case someone gets lost or separated.
Don’t be that dude.

Haunted Fest is not a typical music festival because of the costumes and setting. But
that doesn’t mean all unspoken rules go out
the window. Respect the space and belongings of others. Don’t try to push through the
crowd. Expect it to be crowded towards the
stage, stuffy in the air, and loud from sound
bouncing off the walls.
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George had stumbled into Mama’s
just for the second time when I
talked with him.

Mama’s

“I’m just bummed. I just found this place.
I’m a big whiskey fan, so I love the $3 top
shelf shots during happy hour.”
Joey came with George, and it
was his first time experiencing
the joint.

Memories

“It’s a bummer. It’s good for OSU’s image
maybe, but I don’t know if it’s good for the
student experience.”
Clay can also be found at Mama’s
from time-to-time as this was one
of his spots for the last nine years.
“It’s sad to see the staples of old OSU
getting pushed out.”

Odes and memories from
regulars at Mama’s Pasta
and Brew

And if anyone knows Mama’s,
it’s Terry Fahy. He’s the former
owner who still currently works at
Mama’s—it’s kind of like the movie
The Godfather Part 3: just when
you think you’re about to get out,
it pulls ya right back in.

By Kevin Keaton | P hotos by r ober t be r ry

O

n November 30th, 2018, Mama’s Pasta and Brew, that
wonderful little restaurant and bar off Pearl Alley
between East 14th and East 15th Avenues, will open
its doors to the public for the last time. As Pearl Alley is
being widened to two lanes to accommodate the growth
of High Street’s off-campus business scene, the building’s
footprint will move four feet west for the entire length
of its eastern face, resulting in a downsize that would be
too much for the already snug interior. I went to Mama’s
to find Mama, but it turns out she never really existed,
so I caught up with some regulars to hear some of their
favorite memories at Mama’s before it’s gone for good.
Tom has been hanging at Mama’s for roughly
a year and a half now.
“It’s a damn shame. Mama’s is distinctly one of the most characteristic
bars. It’s a real bar. It’s not just somewhere freshmen go to get drunk.”
Becka has taken it further than Tom, frequenting
Mama’s for the last seven years.
“I actually found this bar by accident freshman year when I wandered
in because I needed carbs. I’ve been coming here a couple times a
month ever since. There’s nothing like it. Campus changes so much
but Mama’s has always been here. I find that it’s kind of a privilege to
take people here for their first time because it is so unique.”
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John has loved Mama’s since 1983, especially
their dart board.
“This is a real down to earth place. I’ve met some of the best folks I
know here. I know couples who met here and got married. It’s a shame.
It’s a little hole in the wall, but it’s our hole in the wall. I’ll probably tear
up or cry on it’s last day.” John later told me to talk to Terry, the former
owner. “I’ve been to his kid’s wedding. He’s been to my kid’s wedding.
We’re like a family here. I’ll be sad to see it go.”
Joey discovered Mama’s about four years ago, and
also loves throwing darts here.
“It’s more of a family here than anywhere else I know. I’ve met lifelong
friends here, and the friendships are multigenerational. They even have
a Hall of Fame—I’ve been campaigning to get in, but I haven’t made it
in yet. They have Christmas parties here for the Mama’s family.”

“Mama’s is an institution. I’ll be sad to see
it go. We had 40 years of fun here–it’s like
a big social club. It’s got a Hall of Fame.
It’s its own community. They have rafting
trips and golf outings. There’s just so much
good will from people here.” I then asked
Terry if he could tell me anything about
the conditions which forced Mama’s to
close. “They’ve been fair with us. It’s not
the raising of the rent that’s forcing us out;
it’s the widening of the alley. But they have
been fair with us.” “So, will Mama’s be
back?” I asked. “We hope we will. We’re
going to try. It depends if Brian (that’s the
current owner) can find the right place.
We’ll have to go dark for a year, but we
hope we’ll come back.” •
Have a memory of Mama’s Pasta
and Brew that you’d like to share?
Drop us a line on Twitter (@1870mag), or
shoot us an email at editor@1870mag.com!

“You should really talk to Ralph,” Joey said. “He’s 77 years old, been
coming here since the place opened I think.”
“You talking about Ralph?” John asks. “I think he came with the place.”
Is Nick a regular, or an employee? The answer is both.
“I think it’s the greatest bar in the world, and Campus Partners are
assholes for closing it. You can quote me on that.”
“You are a stranger here but once,” he said, pointing to a light-up Stroh’s
sign hanging above the kitchen entrance. “That’s the truth about this place.
I stumbled in here on my 21st during sophomore year. Right away I met
Brian, the owner, and I started playing darts. I spent my whole night here.”
1870mag.COM • OCTOBER 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Destressing
With The
Declawed
How Eat, Purr, Love can provide you with
the purr-fect break from reality
By A l e x i s H a l l | p h oto s by c o l l i ns L a at sc h

W

ho doesn’t love cats? If their mere presence
sends you into a sneezing, swelling,
anaphylactic shock, then I guess you have a

reasonable excuses. But if you’re missing your furry-friend from
home, or just enjoy your cup of coffee accompanied with a cat,
Eat, Purr, Love might be your temporary escape from stress

and school.

Just a mile or so north of Lane on Indianola is a quaint coffee shop full of cuddly,
furry feline waiting for treats and chin
scratches. The cat room’s Instagram-able
mood lighting and cozy furniture make it
the perfect location to take a break from
the hustle and bustle of campus. You know,
those long weeks that seem like all your
professors got together and planned out the
most grueling workload week specifically
for you.
When you walk into the cafe the staff
will greet you, and if it’s your first time, they
will give the general run-down of the place.
You sign a waiver before you go into the cat
room and then you pay your cover fee. The
rates are $10 for an hour in the cat lounge,
and if you don’t have an hour, there is also
the option to pay $5 for a half an hour of
kitty time. The cover fee helps provide food
and supplies for taking care of all the cats.
To sweeten the deal each guest gets a little
Jell-O shot container of cat treats to gift to
the cats, because let’s be honest sometimes
cats can be stingy with their love unless
there is something really good waiting for
them in return—kind of like an ex-boyfriend.
Although when I was there, the cats were
just as fond of the snugs and love as they
were receptive of the treats.
Typically, the café has about 12 cats
in house. They all come from Columbus
Humane, and all the cats are adoptable to
loving, furr-ever homes. It’s probably a good
idea to check with your roommates before
just showing up at the apartment with a
new kitty, but sometimes that’s the risk you

take with surprises. Each cat in the café has
a little Polaroid picture hung up on a door
with their name, age, and sex. And it’s cute
as hell. There is also an entire wall of all the
past cats they have had in the café that have
been adopted, so if you need a feel good
moment there are hundreds of reminders
there that happy endings do exist for shelter animals. This wall is also cute as hell.
If the cats aren’t enough to tempt you,
in order to put the café in Cat Café, Eat,
Purr, Love also stocks Pattycake Bakery’s
vegan baked goods. I recommend the
pumpkin walnut muffin, but it’s also fun to
take your non-vegan friends to try a baked
good and let them naturally react to how
delicious it is and then tell them it’s vegan.
On tap they have local coffee, hot chocolate,
hot tea, and a selection of cold beverages.
They also have board games, and there are
no rules against bringing in a good book
to read with a cat on your lap. With tables
inside and outside of the cat room, you and
your friends should be able to find a spot to
sit back and relax.
If you’re looking to take on the responsibility of adopting a cat then this place is
a great place to start your search for your
new furry friend. Even if you aren’t looking
to adopt, Eat Purr Love is a relaxing environment for cat-lovers to come and hang
out with super friendly cats especially if
dorms and strict landlords are getting in
the way having a cat of your own. So, if you
miss your cat at home. Or your significant
other won’t let you have one because of
their allergies. Or even if you just need a
cuddle break from studying, Eat, Purr, Love
is sure to satisfy your inner crazy cat lady.•

A few final things to know
before you go: the café
recommends making a
reservation, but walk-ins are
welcome if space permits,
and the hours are in blocks to
allow the cats to have some
alone time to recharge and
have some peaceful “cat naps.”
They are closed Mondays and
Tuesdays. Wednesday-Friday
they are open from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. and then again from
4 p.m.-7 p.m. Saturdays they
are open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. and 4 p.m to 7 p.m. They
are also open on Sundays
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. You
can find more information at
eatpurrlovecatcafe.com
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For

Goodness
Bakes

Five bakeries near campus you have to try
P h oto s a n d s to ry by J u l i a n F o g l i e t t i

A

s the weather turns cold, and sweaters make their way
out of basements from across the city, a distinct feeling
of coziness will emerge and a desire to stroll through the
colors of autumn, pumpkin spice in hand, will overwhelm
us. While many of us head to the nearest coffee shop to
fulfill these urges, 1870 hopes to inspire many to venture out into the
city and discover the incredible world of baked goods Columbus has to
offer. While lattes may offer superior Instagram-ability, nothing quite
compares to the warm smell of fresh baked bread and just out of the
oven cookies, pastries, and pies that local bakeries have to offer. Here’s
a round up of some of my favorite spots in the city.

Laughlin’s Bakery | 15 E. Second Ave.

Just off Second Ave. sits Laughlin’s Bakery. Known for their traditional breads and French style, the spot is considered by some
to have the best croissants in the city. Perfectly flakey with a light
crunch to the exterior. While these are incredible, it is their lemon
madeleines, and melt-in-your-mouth bar style pastries that truly
reign supreme. Incredible butteryness with just the right amount
of tart to balance it out. Laughlin’s is a perfect spot for a quick stop
while out in about in downtown Columbus.

Dough Mama | 3335 N. High St.

South of north Broadway, and right along High Street, Dough Mama
has been providing quality pies, and pastries to the people of
Clintonville since 2014–and you should be getting in on what you’re
missing out on. Many of their pies fulfill the traditional roles of pecan
and apple. However its things you can’t get anywhere else like a
lemon lavender chess pie, and a peach crumble that make it such a
worthwhile destination. With a coffee shop style room attached to
the side, it is a perfect location to study at if your looking for a place
to switch things up at.

Pattycake Bakery | 3009 N. High St.

Don’t think were leaving our vegan friends out here. Pattycake, located just north of Lucky’s Market, is an all vegan, sustainably based
bakery. To those that go, a wide selection of cookies, muffins, woopie
pies, and cakes awaits. Fulfilling the role of a traditional sweets bakery, Pattycake offers a great alternative when a whole cake or study
group muffin run is required. To sweeten the deal, they often offer
delivery via bike messenger so you can feel good that your baked
good addiction isn’t adding to your carbon footprint.

Fox In the Snow | 1031 N. Fourth St.

If coffee, baked goods, and Instagram worthy environments are your
fall dream, Fox In The Snow is the place to be. This bakery features
a wealth of breakfast style pastries for you to pair with your latte
of choice, all in an environment pulled from the dreams of hipsters
everywhere. It’s also the perfect escape from campus as it’s not too
far, and it doesn’t offer wi-fi meaning you can enjoy a few blissful
moments that don’t include frantically checking Carmen for your
latest exam scores. As for the menu options, you seriously cannot
go wrong. The biscuits with housemade jam (jam is just jelly for rich
people), honey, and sea salt here put the Pillsbury Doughboy to
shame, you are never too full for a an oversized cinnamon roll, and
the seasonal fruit tarts are worth going into deeper debt for.

Angry Baker | 1247 N. High St.

Much like Pattycake Bakery, anything you get here will be completely
vegan after Angry Baker made the last few final changes to remove
animal products from their baked goods. While the other places on
this list boast a place to hang and sip some caffeine-fueled beverages, the Angry Baker location in the Short North is more geared
towards grabbing your delicious food on the go. The cakes here are
nothing short of amazing, but unless you have a 13-year-old birthday
party to go to, you’ll probably just keep your eyes on the cookies,
brownies, cupcakes, and muffins. A personal favorite has to be the
lemon and blueberry donut, but you could fool your non-vegan
friends into eating a vegan “chocolate chip” cookie from here and
they would swear that there’s actual milk chocolate in the treat. And
if you are looking for more of a sit-down experience, the Angry Baker
location in Olde Town East offers mouthwatering brunch options like
vegan carrot cake pancakes.•
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Pink Panty
Dropper

Liquor Lineup: Shitty Vodka, 30-rack of
cheap ass beer
Mixers: Powdered lemonade mix, frozen
fruit concentrate
Think you’re better than beer? You’re not,
but you can convince yourself you are with
this beer-based twist. This was my personal
21st birthday party choice and a little recipe
Pinterest calls the Pink Panty Dropper. Grab
a handle or two of Shitty-K (Kamchatka,
Popov works too) and dump it into your
oversized container of choice with two cans
of Country Time Pink Lemonade mix as well
as your fruit concentrate juice. It’s dealer’s
choice here on your concentrate, but the
pink lemonade concentrate is a good way to
keep the color pink and dilute the flavor of
Shitty-K. Finally, as a house, dump can-bycan a 30-pack of the cheapest beer you can
find, and voila, you’ve got your party. The
beer is only supposed to give it that fizzy
factor, so if you take a drink of this and can
still taste the beer, just add some more of
your mixers or a little water.

Three jungle juice recipes
for your next house party

Mariah Carey
Jungle Juice

by M a d i Ta sk
i l l us t r at i o n by
rya n c a sk e y

OG Jungle Juice

Liquor Lineup: Vodka and White Rum
Mixers: Hawaiian Punch, sliced fruit
(frozen or fresh)
If you’re new to the drinking game, jungle
juice is a mixed drink you can make in bulk
for guests to spoon out of a bowl or pour
out of those orange Gatorade coolers that
remind you of your high school varsity
teams (yikes, how times have changed).
The key to a good jungle juice is masking
the flavor of all that shitty vodka or rum
you bought with plenty of sugar filled
mixers. This one is relatively simple, but
a classic is a classic for a reason. Start
by dumping all your alcohol in a large
container (coolers are great for this),
followed by your sliced fruit, and finally
your mixers. There’s no right or wrong way
to make this, it just depends on how strong
you want your drink. I usually stick to a
one bottle of liquor to one bottle of mixer
ratio for this, but if you want to throw some
extra mixers in, it’s your world and I’m just
drinking in it.
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Liquor Lineup: Shitty Vodka
Mixers: Seltzer water, powdered lemonade
mix, sliced fruit (frozen or fresh), and La
Croix
It’s Friday night and you’re the last of the
your roommates to decide to go vegetarian.
The next best thing you can do is contribute
to the house health-kick with this skinny
jungle juice for the weekend party
(sponsored by Mariah Carey, the skinny
queen). For this healthy hangover, you’re
grabbing a handle or two of Shitty-K for lackof-fucks-given, some seltzer water for fizz,
packs of low-calorie Crystal Lite for flexin’,
and a few cans of Mixed Berry La Croix
because you’re boujee. Same as your classic
jungle juice, spruce this bad boy up with
chopped strawberries, lemons, and limes. If
you really want to get creative, freeze your
fresh fruit before adding it in that way your
skinny queen juice doesn’t get watered down
throughout the night. We can’t control the
calories you intake when someone brings up
Cane’s after drinking half of this bucket, but
we can control the liquid calories prior to
this poor (but totally worth it) decision. •
As always, jungle juice is a great time, but
it can be a dangerous one, too. If you plan
to use one of these recipes this Halloween
house party season, be responsible and
know your limits.
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Bier Stube

Best Night To Go: Game Day
Found on: South Campus
Ever notice that little green and white building across from Chumley’s that looks like an old pizza shop? That’s Bier Stube. Another
ashtray-friendly bar with more writing on the walls than all the
Too’s booths combined (now found at Leo’s, F.Y.I) and well-stocked
with alcohol branded decor on the walls. This simple, gets-the-jobdone bar has a meager but mighty five beers on tap, many more
in cans and bottles, $1 wells Monday-Friday 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., and a
selection of pizzas, subs, garlic sticks, and hot dogs. After visiting
these bars, I’m now confident that I don’t want to be at a bar that
doesn’t offer me food. It’s easy to make friends here if you’re into a
kicked-back setting and enjoy talking to strangers. Not to mention,
“the shots are bananas,” says alumnae Lauren Miller who I ran into
on gameday. Bier Stube isn’t popular with the undergrads, but the
real adults in the area love this place and consider it their spot,
even if they’re out-of-towners who only come in on game days
to reconnect. Lauren was even surprised I knew how to find Bier
Stube as I sat there beer-in-hand like I frequented it. This is a great
bar to mix up your usual weekend set if south campus is where
you reside.

Twinkie

Bar

Crawl
Bars that somehow survived
the apocalypse
B y M a d i T a sk
Photos by Robert Berry

W

hile Ohio State is still mourning the loss of a
handful of campus bars, there are a few near
the perimeters that have somehow withstood
the bar apocalypse. These places are much
older than the High Street favorites that left us, and they go
overwhelmingly unnoticed. Get away from the shoulder-toshoulder Beat the Clock experience and go back to the bars of
your parents’ time, complete with decades of writing on the
walls, and ash trays on the patio tables.
Remember all the High Street locations that you didn’t know
were vacant until you tried to open the door and noticed the
cobwebs? (R.I.P. the record store, the frozen yogurt place, and the
grilled cheese place that all used to exist on High St). The bars I’m
about to outline for you are those exact buildings you definitely
looked at once and thought, “Sigh, it’s probably vacant and left
sitting there like all the rest”. We were wrong. These places are
still thriving and highly available to students.
If you’re looking for an actual dive bar and not one that was
rebranded to have a dive bar atmosphere, check out this list I like
to call the “Twinkie Bar Crawl” (because no one knows how those
things stay fresh for so long).
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The Thirsty Scholar

Ruby Tuesday

Best Night To Go: Tuesday or Wednesday
Found on: East-Central Campus
This bar founded way back in 1973 is “a block
and a world away from High Street.” Located on
18th Ave and Summit St, Ruby Tuesday is the
chill after-class spot for a homeworkless Thursday evening. They have $1 pizzas (like, the entire
pizza) from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday. You can even throw in a pitcher of beer for
another $6. Ruby Tuesday is a dark, expansive bar
with pool tables and Family Guy playing almost
24/7 (outside of game day, of course). They offer
new twists on your classic weekday bar specials,
like Rubesday (Tuesday) Smash Bros Melee and
Wednesday Trivioke, where if your team gets a
trivia question wrong, the other team picks a song
for you to karaoke. The couch-potato dude vibes
were almost enough to turn me away, plus the
cavern-like basement that makes you question
if you really did find the restroom, but the cheap
pizza and beer is enough to keep me coming back
a couple times a month. If you live far off-campus
in the east and rely on Fourth Street, Two Bucks,
and Mamacitas to keep your liver failing, add Ruby
Tuesday to the list. Trust me, you won’t regret it.

Best Night To Go: Thursday or Friday
Found on: West Campus
Going back to my point about bars that also feed me, the Thirsty
Scholar frequently offers free food of varying types on game days!
Follow them on Twitter for regular updates on when that’ll happen:
@ThirstyScholar. This is another bar I straight-up always thought
was an old house or an abandoned restaurant located behind the
Go-Co gas station on Lane Ave. This bar is still alive-and-well,
hosting Trivia on Thursdays and Mug Nights on Thursdays and
Fridays ($5 for your first mug, $2.25 for refills). Living on northwest campus can seem far away from the more densely populated
mid-campus bars, but you’re in a sweet spot for classics, this bar
being one of them. Being the bar easily the closest to the stadium,
prioritize this one over anything else on cold game days you want
to drink as much as you can before finding your seat. The Thirsty
Scholar is another great bar to keep up with Buckeye alumni on
Ohio State’s game days, because you’ll find plenty of them at this
spot, too.

The Library

Best Night To Go: Wednesday
Found on: North Campus
This bar is by far the easiest to locate, and one you may have
already been to before. Found on north campus by Chop Shop
across from the CVS, The Library is the most classic dive-baresque of the four in this article. The lighting is low but warm, not
dark. The tables are the perfect distance across from whoever
you’re sitting with and all the booths make your personal circle
of friends seem cozier and closer than ever. This bar is one you’ll
want to escape into when the weather gets chilly. There’s even a
couple of lit-up old arcade games contributing to the home-y glow.
With Wednesday Mug Nights and $1 wells all week, this bar is
the ideal spot after a long day where you just need a cheap drink,
free entertainment, and good company. You can even avoid public
criticism for going to a bar on a weeknight by casually mentioning
to your classmates, “I’m going to The Library tonight.”•
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serving looks
with

Eyon Ertachew
FLAME ON SHIRT

To start, I found this dope long sleeve tee
from Urban Outfitters a couple of weeks
ago and thought it would look awesome
for fall. The flames on the side provide an
edge and something different towards your
typical black long sleeve tee, reminding me
of the flames on Vans shoes that dropped
over the summer. On sale at Urban
Outfitters for only $20 bucks and it was a
done deal!

An edgy
streetwear
outfit for fall

A

s the leaves change color,
the air a cool breeze, and
midterms on the prowl, it’s
safe to say that fall is FINALLY
here. No more sweating
through shirts on the way to
class, no more blistering sun burns
from just walking home, no more
crazy hair from the humidity. Even as I
type this, there’s still that chance that
the weather decides to do a 180 and
stay super hot, but lets hope that’s
not the case. Realizing that I was
getting too comfortable with this 90’s
vibe the summer inspired within me, I
thought I’d switch it up this week with
an edgier look.
p h otos by collins laatsch

TROUSERS

To go with the shirt, I went with a pair of
light blue cropped trousers from Zara. I
thought it contrasted the shirt really well,
a soft blue with the hard edge of the black
with flames, and set a nice background for
the shirt to be showcased. Added the silver
chain to intensify the punk look I was going
for and I think that it turned out pretty cool.
Topped it off with my favorite pair of Ray
Bans and now I’m really feeling myself.

SNEAKERS

Last but not least are my latest pickup of
these white Reebok trainers which are
actually really comfortable and really
versatile. They can go with almost every
outfit and add a retro prep vibe to any look.
In this instance it prepped up the punk look
a bit, cause let’s be honest, I’m nowhere
close to being punk.
1870mag.COM • OCTOBER 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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serving looks
ACCESSORIES

Accessorize with hoops and shades on the
cheap from literally anywhere–these are
from Forever 21 for less than ten bucks.

with

Samantha
Ketter

MESH T- SHIRT

A mesh t-shirt is always pretty go-to for
going out. Throw a bralette under it for the
layering look common in the 90’s while
remembering who you are, which is a babe
of the 21st century.

An edgy
streetwear
outfit for fall

G

runge and 70’s style is the
stuff of my nightmares, but it’s
a trend that sticking it out for
the long haul (no matter how
much I prayed to the fashion
gods). In an effort to revamp
the look into something palatable, I
snatched my 90’s child roommate
and dove into fast fashion so I could
revamp my Instagram.

OVERALLS

Minimalist plaid overalls help keep the look
in this decade while still saluting the grunge
vibe. Forever 21 didn’t sponsor this look, but
they could have.

RED BOOTS

The boots are Steve Madden, and they add
a much needed pop of color. I know grunge
is messy, but I care about the color wheel, I
really do–the clashing hurts me.

ph otos by collins l aatsch
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IT'S

SPOOKY

Halloween season is officially upon us,
and we here at 1870 Magazine couldn’t be
more excited. What other time of the year allows you to dress up like whatever you want
while you kick back shitty beer all night?! OK,
maybe St. Patty’s Day, but being put into a
box to only wear green is restricting and we
aren’t ones for being rule followers.
This month, we are bringing you everything we can that relates to Halloween. Forgot to put together a costume for the big
house party this year? We got you covered
with half-assed Halloween costumes you can
throw together last minute. Looking to explore
the Columbus community and what it has to

SZN

offer this month? Highball Halloween in the
Short North is your place for avante-garde
and visually striking design, while TRAUMA
will more than likely leave you traumatized
with its freakish-fetish three-day party. And
you can’t talk about the Columbus community and not include ghostly stories about campus. We’ve got more stories that are sure to
send chills down your spine.
And if all else fails, you can never go
wrong with hitting up a haunted house near
campus—unless you’re like one of our writers who hates haunted houses. Did we mention that we sent him through one anyway?
Welcome to HallOSUween, Buckeyes.
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Five more campus
ghost stories to
tell in the dark
By 1 870 Staff

L

Campus
Haunts
Redux

_
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ast year, we dug through old newspapers
and online archives to find the spookiest
and creepiest horror camp stories. Our
search led us to Frederick Converse Clark who
took his own life on the hill where Pomerene
Hall now sits as well as Clark’s wife who is
rumored to roam the halls to wreak havoc on
anyone who passes through. We found Herbert
Atkinson’s ashes are allegedly hidden behind a
plaque in Bricker Hall, and perhaps even more
creepy, that his ghost has been seen sipping
fruit punch at the front desk or dropping in on
a Board of Trustees meeting.
But the spooky season tales about ghosts and
the immortal still haunting campus didn’t
just end when all the new construction came
in. Through some more digging and research,
we found five more of the creepiest tales to be
told so just like last year: turn off the lights,
light a few candles, and hold a flashlight under
your face as you read these stories. It’s time to
get spooky.

Morrill Towers Dorm Room 541
Are you finally getting comfy in your dorm
room at Morrill Towers? Good, we are about
to ruin that for you. The past of infamous
serial killer, Jeffrey Dahmer, is all but too well
known. Dahmer committed his first murder
in the summer of 1978 when he was living
alone in Wisconsin. And just a quick six weeks
later, history shows Dahmer would’ve been
Dahmer.1@osu.edu potentially majoring in
business had the internet and email existed in
the 70s. His short-lived time as an undergrad
wasn’t fruitful as he struggled with alcohol
abuse and three months into his undergrad
career, Dahmer dropped out. Probably for the
best, but that doesn’t change where he was
sleeping from night-to-night on the fifth-floor
in room 541 at Morrill Towers, as reported
by The Lantern in 2013. Rumor has it that
Dahmer still haunts Morrill Towers to this day
and there has been some eerily coincidental
occurrences on that floor. In February 1998, a
fire broke out on the fifth floor where minimal
damage occured and students were evacuated.
Fast forward just a few more months in 1998
and the fifth floor caught fire again, this time
in suite 550, resulting in room 553 being
completely destroyed. •
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Trapped In An Elevator At Hopkins Hall

Oxley Hall

Legend has it that a female student was staying late one night at
Hopkins Hall to complete a large art project—much like we all do when
it’s crunch time and final projects are due. After putting the finishing
touches on her project, she entered the elevator to leave Hopkins
Hall. Little did she know, she wasn’t going to be leaving that elevator
anytime soon. As the rumor goes, the female student spent the entire
night trapped inside the elevator where she cried and screamed for
help only to find no solace. She was found the next morning with no
physical damage to her body, but the isolation had clearly taken a toll on
her mental state. The inside of the elevator was rumored to be covered
in handprints from the frantic student attempting to escape, but the
weird thing is, after an investigation, there was no evidence to prove
that anything had happened to cause the elevator to malfunction the
night before. Yikes. The identity of this student is still unknown and
the legend remains that she passed away due to a car crash years later,
but the rumor also includes that she never forgave what the university
did to her. And if that doesn’t send chills down your spine, have you
ever noticed the immovable handprint on the side of the pillar in the
front of Hopkins Hall? We’re willing to bet you will now.

When you pass by Oxley Hall on your way to class or what have
you, you probably don’t think too much into what is merely just
office space. But according to the lore the surrounds one of the oldest
buildings on campus, things weren’t just staples, copy paper, and office
desks on the inside. The exact details of the story are still unknown,
but the general consensus is things get extremely spooky at Oxley Hall
on December 17. Publications like The Lantern as well as Forgotten
Ohio report that on December 17, when Oxley Hall was still the first
ever women’s residence hall at OSU, a woman had committed suicide
in the building. Students who have visited the attic on the specific day
have reported seeing the ghost of the former student as well as hearing
screams. On the other 364 days of the year, students and visitors have
reported feeling strange things while near the building and even a few
mentions of ghost sightings.

Creepy Canfield Hall
What continues to haunt Canfield Hall is still a mystery to this day.
Canfield Hall used to be an all-girls dorm at Ohio State as well as one
of the oldest buildings on campus that didn’t have any plans to remodel
or revamp, according to a story posted on Forgotten Ohio. It started
with small things—a student’s Bible was constantly being hidden
throughout the room—and continued evolving into scratching noises
in a main pipe. The scratching continued for two hours before the
two students approached their RA about it. When the RA entered the
room, the scratching stopped. And this pattern would repeat anytime
the two students would hear scratching in the pipes and run to get
their RA. Odd. Things took an even creepier turn when one student
noted she was about turn in for the night after all her roommates
had already went to bed. She said she heard “three unmistakeable
footsteps” approach her bed, but she didn’t see anything when she
looked due to the canopy that covered her bed. She hoped it was just
something moving in her closet like a plastic bag, but there were no
bags in her closet when she checked the next morning. A few months
later, she had a friend visit from out of town where the friend claimed
she had saw a ghost in the bathroom and refused to step foot into
the room again.

Orton Hall
If there is a theme lingering amongst all these ghostly stories about
campus, it’s death and old buildings. And that’s pretty much the story
behind one of the ghosts that allegedly haunts Orton Hall. Rumor has
it that Edward Orton, the university’s first president and the namesake
for Orton Hall, still haunts the building to this day. According to some
accounts from Weird Ohio: Your Travel Guide to Ohio’s Local Legends
and Best Kept Secrets, Edward supposedly resides in his favorite reading
spot located in the bell tower of the building. Stories tell that you can
see the light from his lantern flickering from the vertical openings and
people have even noted that you can see scorch marks on the walls and
ceiling in the bell tower. And if you walk past it during the day and get
a cold chill, it’s rumored that Orton is simply trying to spook students
into behaving more correctly. That’s, uh, really freaky. But it gets even
weirder. Another ghost is said to haunt Orton Hall, but who this person
is and what relation he has to the university is a mystery. The ghost has
been described as a “caveman” with a humped back, thick hair, and a
rather large and protruding forehead. Couple all that with groans and
grunts along with him being rumored to slam doors at random times,
and that seems like a good enough reason to us to never step foot into
Orton Hall ever again. •
A huge shout out to publications like Haunted Ohio, Weird Ohio, and
Forgotten Ohio for their online catalog of spooky stories surrounding
Ohio State and the state at large!
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the big ten
The Wildest Things You’ll See At
TRUAMA’s Halloween Fetish Party
By Sa m a n th a Ke tte r
P hotos By Dav i d he as l ey

t

’was the night before Halloween and
all through the house, there were girls
dressed in cop costumes that would be
useless in fighting actual crime, booze soaking the floor, and frat duo Chad and Brad
lobbing fun size chocolate bars into
the crowd.
Be honest, we all love it. Halloweek is
the ideal time to get recklessly drunk and
bring out the thigh-high boots you bought
for this time specifically. That being said everything gets old eventually. I mean you can
only watch The Conjuring so many times.
Unless people start parading around campus
as killer clowns again (uh-huh, remember
that?), what’s left to keep the freaky meter in
the green? We got somethin’ for ya.
A different kind of freaky, but hey, we’re
not here to judge.
TRAUMA: Halloween Fetish Party is an
annual bash that requires costumes, fantasy,
and lots of freakaaayy people. TRAUMA
features three nights of themed…festivities:
Game Night, Monsters and Gods, and Time
Warp. On the fence? Us too. That’s why we
brought together the top things you’d peep
this year—and now Emily from Chem can’t
judge when you Google this in class, you
kinky thing, you.
1. Skin
We’re not here to lie to you: there will be
a lot, A Lot, A LOT of skin, nipple covers,
g-strings, you get it. It’s a fetish fest, come
on, expect it.

2. Aerial and Suspension

7. Art

Heights freak you out? Feel weird about
erotically twisting limbs? Too bad – you
won’t be able to look away from aerial
performers working it better completely
suspended than I can with both feet on the
ground. WARNING: Hanging from your skin
tends to make one bleed, don’t be surprised
if you spot some on the performers.

Bortmasphoto will be in attendance,
displaying and capturing photographs for
your viewing pleasure. Why wouldn’t you
want to capture the memory of your first
bondage experience in a 5x7”? It could make
for a great Happy Holidays card this
upcoming winter.

3. Burlesque
This is not Christina Aguilera, though
performances from Electro Cult Circus and
Mon Cherie Entertainment might leave
you singing.

Fantastical Body Art will be returning to
TRAUMA with their talent for making
naked people appear less naked! Painted on
corsets and exquisite fantasy makeup are to
be expected.

4. Dance Performances

9. Mood Music

Imagine Bullwinkles, except no one is
drunk, the lights are kind of on, there’s more
skin than usual, and some people are dancing with fire. It’s pretty much just like Bulls.

DJ Push, DJ Ginsu, Zoo Trippin’, Lethal FX,
Hybrid Moments, and beautyofmyland will
all be in attendance, so you have something
to bop too while learning how to properly
drip wax on your partner.

5. Fetish shows
Watch the Guilty Pleasures Stage Show,
which is exactly what it sounds like. Other
performances including leashes, whips,
feathers, and some other things I can’t bring
myself to mention will be featured. Sorry in
advance, mom.
6. Sex Ed
Consent is sexy, and House of Bacchus is
gonna be sure you remember that. Get down
and dirty in participation-based bondage
and kink education, complete with consent
workshop. Just remember, if it isn’t anything
other than a “fuck yes,” it’s a “fuck no.”

8. Body Painting

10. Costumes
It’s a Halloween party, come to play or don’t
come at all—costumes are required. Plus, a
level of anonymity at a kink fest couldn’t be
a bad thing! You never know who you could
run into at this fetish party—maybe your
English professor will be there? •
TRAUMA: Halloween Fetish Party kicks off
on Oct. 25 to Oct. 27 at The Bluestone located
on 583 E. Broad St. And if you plan on going,
don’t be an asshole and take pictures on your
cell phone of people here. This is a place of
consent, and unwarranted photos are the exact
opposite of the atmosphere being created here.

Keeping It

Cool At

Carnage
Haunted House
First time going through
a haunted house?
No problem… right?
By Kevin Keaton • Photos by Ethan Clewell

I

pulled up to Carnage Haunted House a little after 7 p.m. on a cool and rainy Saturday
night. It’s just a warehouse in western Columbus off I-70, but it wasn’t the outside of the
building that had me freaked out. It was the
unknown on the inside.
I could only really tell I was in the right
place by the sight of some of the ghastly and
ghoulish cast and crew members as well as the
owners waiting outside the building for me.
This is where I met Mike, an owner of Carnage
Haunted House. He, a few crew members, and
I gathered around a picnic table under a little covering outside of a garage that serves as
their merchandise room while we’ were waiting for our photographer to get there.
“It’s a second year haunt that feels like
a sixth year haunt. That’s what we’ve been
told,” Mike said about recently opening the
haunted house.
As I was telling him that I had never been
to a haunted house before and was a little anxious, a few members of the cast in full costume
and character wandered out to the garage to
confirm my anxieties. They crept up, scared
the hell out of me, and thus my night at Carnage Haunted House began.
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They stayed in character while Mike gave
me the rundown of where people will enter
the haunted house, where the live music will
be, where the food trucks and vendors will be,
and where the scary movies will be playing
outside the building. He says there will be a giant 30-foot sign out by the road when they’re
officially open to let people know they’re in
the right (or, wrong if you are deathly afraid of
haunted houses) place. The setup is pretty impressive—Mike explained to me that each
room in the haunted house is themed after a
famous horror movie. I noted to stay on the
lookout for anything that might signal what
movie was being referenced in each room,
but you know, staying in a constant state of
fear makes being perceptive in the dark a
little difficult.
As I said earlier, I have never been to a
haunted house before. I don’t scare easily
during scary movies, but unlike horror movies which are loaded with movie trailers giving glimpses of what you’re about to witness,
I had no clue what I was walking in to here.
Our group, which consisted of me, our photographer, a new hire by the haunted house,
and a friend of the owners, is seated in a
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wooden swamp-cabin type room where a Voodoo witch doctor leads us through a protective
spell before ushering us into a haunted swamp
and cutting us lose to go through the haunted
house. Was it too late to turn around? Yup, it
was.
For the next 20 minutes, we made our
way through the various haunted rooms. We
walked through a haunted swamp. Then we
toured a hospital and a nursing home. The
trip included stops at a barbershop, a butcher’s
shop, and a kitchen. We quickly made our way
through the torture chamber, for obvious reasons. There’s even a trick passage that leads to
a dead end, but I won’t ruin that surprise for
you. You’ll have to make the same mistake I
did. And if your head wasn’t spinning enough,
there was a mannequin room, vertigo bridge,
several other rooms, and dozens of haunted
passages between rooms. And I loved every
second of it.
There were plenty of jump scares that
got me when I was least expecting them, but
I think the strengths of this haunted house
are its set design and its actors and actresses.
The sets are extremely well set up. The
amount of details is overwhelming, espe-

cially because there are actors and actresses in each room that are committed
to scaring you and consistently giving
great performances.
The best way to get the most out of this
haunted house is to be willing to engage
with the actors and actresses: they’re in
character, they’re creepy as hell, and they
really want to scare you. I was at the front
of our group, but the entire time I walked
through I was followed by the sounds of
other people in my group screaming and
jumping. It was kind of like riding in the
front seat of a roller coaster where I would
experience the adrenaline rush early then
listen for everyone else to feel the rush
as well.
I went into this haunted house a bit
reluctant and nervous due to the unknown,
but it turns out the unknown only makes
Halloween that much better. •
Carnage Haunted House is located on 1160
Alum Creek Dr. Tickets can be purchased
at carnagehauntedhouse.com where general
admission tickets cost $20 +tax and VIP
speedy passes cost $27 +tax.
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Half Assed
Halloween

Pig In A Blanket

The best Halloween costumes are cozy,
clever, and comfortable. All this costume
requires is your favorite blanket, and some
pink construction paper. Ask your parents
for permission to use the good scissors,
cut out a little piggie nose to attach to your
face, and wrap that blanket around you
like a toga. You’ll be taking “lookin’ like a
snack” to a whole new level.

Ten Halloween costumes you can
throw together last minute

t happens to one of us every
year. In March, we are watching
movies and secretly thinking,
“that’s who I’m gonna go as for
Halloween this year!” You start
searching Amazon for the perfect
pieces to complete your costume, but

then life happens and the next thing
you know, it’s October 29 and your
Amazon shopping cart is still full and
you still don’t have a costume for the
big Halloween weekend.
Sure, you could go as a nerd again for
the third year in a row, but where’s

the creativity in that? But, when the
party is about to start in two hours
and your options are looking slim to
none, the odds are against you and
you need to make a costume choice
quick. That’s where these costumes
come in.

JUUL Pen

The Sims 5: HallOSUeen

When Life Gives
You Lemons

Using a cardboard box colored black or
silver, add a cardboard turtle neck and paint
it black to represent the mouthpiece, write
the large words “JUUL” written across
it, and BAM! You are now every parent’s
worst nightmare, but almost every college
students’ reality.

What better way to save money and still
look fly on Halloween by simply going
as yourself? Go as a Sim this Halloween,
and all you’ll need is a headband with a
green diamond attached to it and you’ll be
all good to go! If you want to go the extra
mile, learn the Sims weird ass language
and speak it all night.

Bag of Eminems

Considering the problematic tendencies
of the rapper recently, this costume seems
more than appropriate! Take a trash bag,
or any bag for that matter, and put it on as
a dress or a shirt. Then, print out a ton of
pics of Eminem, cut it so that it’s only his
head, and stick them on the trash bag! Be
prepared to disappoint people when you
don’t actually have M&M’s though. •

Cloud 9

So this one may take a little more time/
energy than the rest, but it’s still pretty
clever. Just take your favorite pair of shorts
and glue cotton balls to them, then take a
sticky note, write the number 9 on it and
stick it to your shirt. For one night, you will
literally be on “Cloud 9.”

By E yo n E r tac h e w | i l l us t r at i o ns by rya n c a sk e y
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Birthday Present

Get a giant birthday bag (also known as a
trash bag), cut out the bottom, put some
string on the sides, and finish it off with a
giant bow on your head. If you are the one
hosting your Halloween party, and you’ve
stocked up on all the beverage essentials,
then some say you might be..the gift that
keeps on giving ;).

This one might actually be the easiest (and
corniest) costume to go with, all you have
to do is follow the first part of the saying.
Take a plain white shirt and write “Life”
on the front, carry around a bag of lemons,
and hand out said lemons at any party. The
perk here is you’ll be the plug all night for
lemon drop shots, the downside is you’ll
have to resist the urge to throw lemons at
everyone at the party.

Cereal Killer

Yeah yeah we’ve all heard of this one, but
this time it’s different! Take your favorite
box of cereal, stick a (plastic) knife in it,
and you can call yourself a “cereal killer.”
But here’s the twist: take the cereal out of
the box and instead replace it with a bag of
Franzia! Now your costume doubles as a
corny joke, and the world’s best drinkable
fanny pack.

Dunkin Doughnuts
La Croix Can

Ah yes, the La Croix craze has followed us
into the spooky season! Now, there are two
ways that you can accomplish this costume.
The first is to grab a plain white shirt and
your favorite flavor of La Croix, and tie-dye
your shirt to match the can. Add the cursive
La Croix print in blue after you shirt has
been dyed and you’re all set. Option number
two is much more expensive as it is to
literally take your old boxes of La Croix and
tape/stick them to yourself!!
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Alright, if your name is Trey and you have
a basketball game tomorrow, then this
is the costume for you. All you need is a
Dunkin Doughnuts cup and a basketball
jersey, and you’re ready to play point guard
for the intramural beer pong squad. The
question is, do you got shoe game?
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Settling
Down vs.
Starting Up
OSU alumni and Highball Halloween designer
shares her post-grad life, triumphant
successes, and mom-guilt included
by m a d i ta s k • P h oto s p r ov i d e d by to n y
b e n t i v e gn a p h oto g r a p h y
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f you haven’t explored the depths
of Columbus yet, then you deserve
to know how artistic and alive the
city is. With what seems like 20
different themed festivals a month,
Columbus has no shortage of culture and
fun. This rings true especially at that time
of year when all the artists really have the
chance to come out and play with their
creativity: Halloween.
At costume-festival “Highball
Halloween” here in Columbus, you are what
you wear. The attendees know how to take
a costume from Pinterest-and-party-ready
to creatively couture. Known as the nation’s
most elaborate Halloween party, the event
stretches two days long in the Short North
and will feature nine local artists designing
elaborate costumes for the show.
One of these fashion designers is Ohio
State alumnae Shiree Houf. Houf got her
masters of fine arts at Ohio State and her
BA in theatre from Miami University, so
she’s all too familiar with that post-grad
game and just how to play it with an
arts background. In standard Ohio State
fashion, the university hooked up Shiree
and other students in her program with
professional opportunities in the city while
they were still graduate students.
“One of the organizers of Highball
was putting together a student contest,
so me and three friends participated and
I ended up winning. That was in 2009,”
Houf recalled. “We were told to use the theme
‘queens’ and it could be any queen you wanted.
I did a Queen Bee/Queen Elizabeth piece.”
Nine years later and Houf is still
delivering incredible designs as one of the
events’ alumni designers. I asked her about
graduation and where she expected to be
after finally getting her degree.
“I honestly didn’t know. I figured I’d
work at a university in a costume studio
and then eventually be a resident designer
somewhere,” she shared. “I definitely
thought it would be more organized
or that I’d need more quote-on-quote
‘professional’ experience. Not that mine is
unprofessional, I just need a little more to
catch up.”
The comment about her identifying as
an unprofessional-professional brought on
questions that the anxious senior inside
me wanted to know. How could someone
whose stunning designs I’ve seen online
be this modest about her credibility as a
designer? I definitely didn’t expect to talk
to an artist nearly as down-to-earth, sweet,
approachable, and real as Shiree.
She spoke with an understood
frankness, “I chose to have a family [after
college] so I didn’t pursue the [career]
opportunities that I had right away. I chose
to work local and start a family with my
husband, to stay home with my daughters,
so I don’t take on a lot of projects.”

Her working style is completely up to
her, having two evenly prioritized passions
at play: her art and her family. She decides
for herself what work is worth it to pursue.
We got to talking about how to
prioritize adult opportunities after
graduation, at a time in life when
relationships might matter a lot but you’re
also just setting the tone for your new career.
“I think it’s tough for women because
they say that your most productive years—
the years you’ll make the most strides
professionally—are in your late 20’s and
early 30’s. That’s so hard because that’s
also when our bodies are most inclined to
have kids, and it’s biologically easier. A lot
of friends of mine waited longer and had
a profession before a family. Some chose
to adopt and some needed more money for
medical intervention, but my husband and
I just knew early-on family would be our
number one priority.”
They say when choosing a major you
should consider multiple things: what
you’re good at, what you can make money
doing, how you can serve your community,
and what you want daily lifestyle to look
like. If you know you want to have 10 kids
and be present in their lives, something lowcommitment or easy to do from home might
be your top pick. If you know you won’t be
having kids or definitely won’t be the priority
parent, maybe you’re okay with giving it
your all in the office everyday.

Shiree admitted, “I feel as women we
either have to choose or drive ourselves
insane trying to do both. I struggle with
mom-guilt all the time. If I chose to have
a career, I’d feel guilty missing out on
my daughters’ lives. Instead I let myself
feel bad about not going toward a more
professional career.”
Advocating for college students directly,
she said, “It’s scary because you come out
of college and you’re expected to make that
choice right away.”
Shiree uses Highball Halloween to
express herself through all the lifestyle
changes. I asked her if I could know about
her theme for this year’s costume hitting
the runway.
“My husband and I just got our first
house and it’s been kind of a tough process,
so I’ve been thinking about what is home?
What makes home? I think it’s kind of
important because Columbus is #3 in the
country for fashion, so why be in Columbus
over NY or LA? Because Columbus is home.”
She was inspired to use quilts and
afghans as the costume material. “Anything
that feels homespun, handmade, like your
mom or grandma would make. I’m actually
using some my mamaw and my mom made,
and some pieces I’ve made myself.”
Knowing her story would be shared
with students at OSU, I asked what advice
she had for undergraduates involved in
fashion, theatre, or the arts when it came to

pursuing a career.
“Be fearless. Easy,” she said. “When
you’re a student, that’s the time to take
risks and learn from them. If you get a bad
grade because you took a risk, that’s very
different than not getting paid because you
took a risk.”
She looked back fondly on a time in her
life when her art subjects were all her own,
and described how quickly they could change
in the real world outside the university.
“One of the reasons I love Highball is
because we get to be as crazy and big as
want with very little repercussions. Events
like Highball are rare because normally
you get paid to make like, a hundred orange
dresses and it hurts to repeat the same
thing over and over again just because
that’s where the money is.”
While her outlook is realistic, her heart
and mind are alive with ideas, color, and
support for students like her who want to
exhibit their passions and live their lives as
happily as possible.
“Do that one-of-a-kind crazy thing that
really feeds you as a creative person. And
do it as a student.” •
Highball Halloween takes place from
October 26-28 in the Short North. Tickets
are available now online at https://
highballcolumbus.org/catch-it-live/. Prices
will go up after October 12.
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SCREENINGS
Your guide to horror movies for October
By N icol e P i z a r r o

Y
10.1-31

our couch isn’t going anywhere and streaming services just
can’t provide the classics like a traditional movie theater can.
Instead, check out what Columbus has to offer in the way of
horror films this October!

•

Hitchcocktober

When you’re taking a shower in your dorm at night, do you ever feel that
someone is on the other side of the curtain? Why? Oh, just asking… But
seriously, you should always make sure that a serial killer with mommy issues isn’t waiting to pounce on you. That’s what happens in one of
horror cinema history’s most iconic scene in Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho
(1960). Known for being the Master of Suspense, Hitchcock directed
some of the most famous horror movies to date. Every October, Gateway
Film Center hosts Hithcocktober, a month-long Hitchcock film festival
where you get to see Hitchcock’s greatest films in the big screen. From
his arguably lesser known films like Young and Innocent (1938) to major
spectacles like Dial M for Murder (1954) in 3D, Hitchcock films are a
staple in film history. Grab a bag of popcorn, order a Hitchcock-themed
drink from the bar, and settle in to be unsettled.
Location: Gateway Film Center
10.4-27

•

October Fright Nights

The Shining (1980) and The Exorcist (1973) are just two examples of movies that redefined the way that American viewers saw fear. This October,
Marcus Theaters is hosting its October Fright Nights, where you’ll be
able to watch these classics, along with Bernard Rose’s Candyman (1992)
and Andy Muschietti’s It (2017), for $5. Yup, $5. From Linda Blair’s horrifying performance as pea soup upchucking Regan, to Bill Skarsgård’s
child-eating Pennywise, each of these films has had an impact on American popular culture. So, if you’ve ever wanted a crash course on horror
films, this event is perfect for you. After all, all work and no play makes
you a dull person.
Location: Marcus Theater
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10.13 • Shock Around The Clock: 10th Annual
Ohio 24-Hour Horror Marathon
12 movies. 24 hours. Shock Around the Clock marks the 10th year anniversary of Drexel Theater’s 24-Hour Horror Marathon. From classics such
as Robert Rodriguez’s From Dusk Till Dawn (1996) and David Lynch’s
Lost Highway (1997) to the midwest premieres of Ezequiel Endelman
and Leandro Montejano’s Crystal Eyes (2017) and Tillman Singer’s Luz
(2018), get ready to fear for your life as you force yourself to endure endless hours of pure gore that are sure to keep you up at night for the rest
of the week. We triple-dog-dare you to do it.
Location: The Drexel
10.18-21

•

Nightmares Film Fest

Look, the intersection of horror and indie filmmaking is where truly
horrifying gems like Jordan Peele’s Get Out (2017) and Jeremy Saulnier’s
Green Room (2015) are produced. The Nightmares Film Festival takes
place every year at Gateway Film Center. It showcases indie thrillers
and horror films as well as shorts from indie filmmakers that are sure to
make you regret your life choices. All submissions compete to win Night
Mare awards, and the honor of being named 2018’s Film from Hell. We
guarantee you’ll have a bloody good time. Get it? Bloody? Ha!
Location: Gateway Film Center
10.18

•

Halloween (2018)

10.24

•

Night Of The Living Dead

2018 marks the 50th anniversary of George
A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead
(1968). This film is arguably the main reason we have zombie apocalypse movies.
This film boasts many tropes that we’ve enjoyed from campy horror movies throughout the years AND the main character is
an African American man, something that
was rare to see in films at the time. In fact,
Duane Jones was the first African American man cast as the main character in a
horror film. If you’re a fan of Jordan Peele’s
Get Out, Duane Jones’s Ben and Daniel
Kaluuya’s Chris have a lot in common.
Through these characters, both Romero
and Peele explore body and racial politics
in America. If that’s not enough to convince you to watch this movie, let me just
say that without Night of the Living Dead,
we wouldn’t have the hundreds of horror
movies that it inspired. It’s an experience
you do not want to miss.
Location: AMC Lennox Town Center 24 •

Michael Myers is back, baby. And this time, Laurie Strode is ready to kick
*clap emoji* his *clap emoji* ass *clap emoji*. If you haven’t had the time
to watch the original eight movies, don’t worry. Us here at 1870 never
leave a fellow behind. The story begins on 1963, when a teenage Michael
Myers decides to put on a mask and stab his sister. 15 years later, he escapes from the mental hospital and decides to start killing people in the
neighborhood. The one person he is never able to kill is Laurie Strode,
played by Jamie Lee Curtis. Throughout the years, Michael always escapes death. Now, he is back and Laurie is waiting for him with a shotgun. The Halloween series is a staple of horror cinema (yes, even the Rob
Zombie reboot), so sit back and enjoy the ride.
Location: Varies
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